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P R E F A C E  

For many years, the banking sector remained unaffected by the "greening" of industry. Being in 
the non-polluting service sector, in contrast to the traditional smokestack industries, banks gener- 
ated less controversy on the issue. 

But this situation changed from the early 90's and well into the present. With legal and stakeholder 
concerns like lender liability on environmental miscues plus a growing social and ethical focus on 
investments, the banking sector acted subsequently toward embracing the principles and practices 
of environmental risk management. 

Development finance institutions (DFls) are no exceptions. Set up by governments as specialized 
financial institutions providing long-term financing and technical assistance to industrial sectors that 
promote the country's economic development and growth, DFls are involved in financing projects 
that have inherent environmental considerations. Thus, DFls play a central role in advancing 
environmental issues in the region. But to be effective in promoting environmental due diligence, 
they must institute environmental policies and practices within their organizations first. 

This background research on Environmental Aspecfs in Bank Lending Decisions is one of the first 
steps toward achieving this objective. The study was prepared in the scope of the project called 
"Environmental Governance Standards (EGS) for Development Financing Institutions in Asia". 
The project was approved in July 2005 by the European Commission under its EU-Asia Pro Eco 
Programme. It is an 18-month, 346,446 Euro-grant which supports the 'greening" of the devel- 
opment finance sector in the region through the development and implementation of capacity- 
building activities and resources, envisioning that a well environmentally-governed DFI will help 
lessen environmental risks and problems in Asia. 

The project also aims at initiating an EU-Asia Environmental Governance Partnership Initiative that 
leads to the development and initial application of the EGS for DFls as well as other participating 
financial institutions in Asia. 

The project partners are the Association of Development Financing Institutions in Asia and the 
Pacific (ADFIAP) and the EU-based institutions, Wuppertal lnstitute of Climate, Environment, En- 
ergy (WI) and the University of Leeds' lnstitute for Environmental Science and Management1 
Sustainable Research Institute (Leeds). 

The EGS comprises two main environmental management instruments to enhance the internal 
functions and operations of DFls, i.e., the Internal Environmental Management System (IEMS) 
and the Environmental Rating Standards for Loan Appraisal and Project Finance (ERS) which WI 
and Leeds, respectively, are tasked to develop, with inputs from ADFIAP members and other 
participating financial institutions in Asia. Currently, ADFIAP has 70 member-institutions in 35 
countries. 

The project partners hope that readers of this research work will gain knowledge and generate 
ideas from what financial institutions in Europe are doing in the area of environmental governance. 
They also take this opportunity to thank the European Commission under its EUAsia Pro-Eco 
Programme for the funding support of the EGS project. 
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1. Introduction 

How do banks consider environmental aspects in lending decisions? This is the 
question that this part of the report will aim to address. At first sight, environ- 
mental risk in bank lending decisions sounds like a rather clear topic area. It is not. 
Different people understand environmental risk differently and even banks have 
different ideas of what constitutes an environmental risk. As a result, banks also 
treat environmental risks in a different way. 

Banks playa crucial role in the context of environmental risk. On one hand, they 
(co-) determine how we will produce in the future and thus which environmental 
risks we will be exposed to in the future. On the other hand, environmental risks 
can have a negative impact on economic capital and it is their function to make 
sure that economic capital is shielded from the detrimental effect environmental 
risks can have. From that point of view, environmental risks are quite simply just 
another business risk for banks. 

The way risks are managed is at the heart of a bank's operations and of crucial 
importance for the success of a bank. In public, a bank's risk management is usually 
not discussed in great detail. This also holds true for the way banks manage 
environmental risks. To some degree this might be due to the fact that banks see 
the way they manage environmental risks as part of their competitive advantage 
and it is this competitive advantage, which they do not want to lose. 

The fact that some banks begin to see the way they treat environmental risks as 
part of their competitive advantage has another side effect. There is no standard 
way of treating environmental risks but banks choose different approaches. 

A lack of uniformity of the approaches combined with a severe lack of transpar- 
ency constitute of course a major stumbling block for a report that should ulti- 
mately help us to understand how banks can treat environmental risks. 

This part of the report is structured as follows: 

In section 2, we aim to define more clearly what can be understood by environ- 
mental risks. Obviously, different understandings of environmental risks will result 
in a different way of dealing with environmental risks. 

Section 3 will look at what banks can do about environmental risks in the lending 
process. Banks have one thing in common: They prefer less risk to more risk. 
However, they can deal with environmental risks in different ways and this chap- 
ter aims to structure the different possible responses. 

In section 4, we aim to  give a short introduction to the different tools that can be 
used t o  analyse environmental risks. 

Any kind of risk analysis will need information about environmental risks. In sec- 
tion 5, we identify some of the sources that banks can tap to  find out more about 
environmental risks. 

Section 6 concludes this report. 



2. What is environmental risk? 

2.1 Environmental risks as environment-induced economic risks 

The term environmental risk is used widely. Unfortunately, the term environmental 
risk is used to  describe a range of different and sometimes even conflicting con- 
cepts. 

For example, environmental risk is sometimes used as a synonym for environmen- 
tal impacts. From this point of view, a company would thus have a high environ- 
mental risk whenever it has high environmental impacts. Strictly speaking, this 
does not qualify as an environmental risk as there is no notion whatsoever of risk. 
In finance, we speak of risk whenever we do not know for sure what will happen in 
the future. If we know that a company will pollute heavily in the future then there 
is no environmental risk but environmental certainty! 

Environmental risk is sometimes also used as a risk that corporate activities exert 
on the environment [I]. C02-emissions and climate change are a good examples in 
this context. For instance, companies emit C02 which in turn contributes to the 
environmental problem of climate change. At this stage, we do not know what the 
exact impact, in both economic and environmental terms, of climate change will 
be. There is thus an environmental and an economic risk. The uncertain environ- 
mental impact is not usually at the forefront of lenders' attention. They are usually 
focusing on the economic losses due to environmental aspects. Strictly speaking 
this is not an environmental risk but an economic risk that is caused by environ- 
mental aspects. This could be called an environment-induced environmental risk 
(e.g. [2,3]). Following widespread use, we use this definition of risk in the follow- 
ing. 

2.2 Operational risks or risk of collaterals? 
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From a lender's perspective, we must differentiate between two kinds of environ- 
mental risks. Banks can lose money due to environmental reasons for essentially 
two reasons. On the one hand, environmental aspects can have a negative impact 
on the operational economic performance of lenders. This is the case when envi- 
ronmental aspects lead to  a borrower being less economically successful. A food 
company that is unable to sell its product after a contamination problem is a good 
example. As a consequence, the borrower might be unable to pay back' his loans. 
The operational risk of the borrower thus translates into an economic risk for the 

'We also believe that taking due account of our environmental and social 
impacts is not only the right thing to do, but also makes good business 
sense.' 



lending bank. Banks of ten use collaterals or guarantees to secure thei r  loans. Banks 
d raw  o n  collaterals, guarantees or similar whenever a lender is unable to pay back 
his loans. 

Col laterats o f fe r  there fo re  an additional safety ne t  f o r  banks. Environmental as- 
pects can, o n  t h e  o t h e r  hand, have a negative impact  o n  t h e  value o f  these 
collaterals. T h e  mos t  p rominen t  example is environmental contamination o f  real 
estate. 
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Convinced that'sustainability increases the value of a company, we 
have refined our own rating system and included non-financial risks. 
Two years ago, we made sustainability ratings an integral element of 
our equity research publications. We thus inform our investment cli- 
ents about potential non-financial risks that may impact the future value 
development of their investments. 

Environmental contaminat ion (e.g. oil or asbestos) can have a great impact  upon  
real estate prices thus lower ing t he  value o f  collateral. According to some sources, 
t he  average cost  o f  cleaning u p  a contaminated si te is about I 0  t imes t he  size of an 
average small t o  med ium business loan [4]. 
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The primary task of environmental risk management is to minimize loan 
defaults and risks to the bank's reputation. In particular, with corporate 
customers, we have seen that environmental risks may have a distinct 
impact on the credit rating of a customer and the value of collateral pro- 
vided to the bank. For example, controversial materials like asbestos and 
lead may be banned and can give rise to hefty claims for compensation. 
Obsolete plants and new environmental legislation can trigger high invest- 
ment costs and even result in partial closure of some facilities. All this 
influences the credit standing of a customer and at worst can result in 
defaults. 

' Here and in the following, we are using the term "pay back" rather loosely to encompass both the ability to pay back 
the principle and to pay interest charges 
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Figure I : The role of operational risk vs. risk of collaterals (Source: 

Own figure) 

It is important to understand the link between environmental operational risk of 
the debtor and environmental risk of the collateral. Collaterals are a kind of safety 
net for loans. They are only used in cases whereby debtors are unable to pay back 
their loans. If we can be sure that the debtor will pay back his loan we do not need 
any collateral and the environmental risk of the collateral is unimportant for the 
bank. The reverse also applies. If we can be sure that the debtor will be able to pay 
back his loan the (environmental) risk of the collateral becomes unimportant. This 
relationship between environmental operation risk and environmental risk of the 
collateral is depicted in figure I. 

Historically, most banks have focussed on the environmental risk of collaterals. 
This is due to significant losses that banks have made in this field. 

It is important to note that the kind of risk analysis/risk management that has to be 
conducted for both kinds of environmental risks differs significantly. Risk analysis 
covering collaterals focuses primarily on the "environmental health" of the 
collaterals. It aims to establish if the value of the collateral is compromised by 
environmental aspects. Environmental risk analysis of the debtors' operational 
performance is much more similar to environmental financial analysis from an 
equity-perspective. From this point of view, the threat that environmental aspects 
can lead to a lower economic performance or the opportunity that environmental 
aspects can have a positive influence on the economic performance of a debtor are 
analysed. 

2.3 Systematic vs. unsystematic environmental risks 

From a financial point of view, it is furthermore important to distinguish between 
systematic and unsystematic environmental risks [5, 61. Banks will usually give 
loans not to a single or very few lenders but to many different lenders at once. As 
a result, some of the risks relating to their lending decisions can be diversified. 
Risks that can be diversified are usually called unsystematic risks. On a portfolio 
level diversifiable risks become irrelevant. While diversifiable risks cannot be pre- 
dicted on an individual level with certainty, they are certain on the level of the 
entire portfolio. A good example for an unsystematic environmental risk is the risk 
of an accidental release of a pollutant. A bank can diversify this risk by investing in 
many different companies. It is not known with certaintythat a particular company 
will emit a pollutant. However, the probability that any company included in the 
portfolio will emit a pollutant can be forecasted with greater certainty. 

Other risks, called systematic risks, cannot be diversified. Systematic risks are 
relevant both on an individual level as well as on a portfolio level. Systematic risks 
usually exist when all borrowers share a characteristic. Agood example is energy 
use as all companies inevitably need energy. As a consequence, all companies are 
affected when energy prices change. This risk, i.e. the possibility that energy prices 
change in the future, cannot be fully diversified by giving loans to many different 
companies. 



2.4 Environmental risks as social constructs 
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The term environmental risks leads us to believe that environmental risks are a 
purely natural phenomenon. We hereby interpret environmental risks as economic 
risks for a bank that are caused by environmental impacts. It must be noted that 
not all environmental impacts automatically translate into economic risks. How- 
ever, it is stakeholders that may react to environmental impacts in a way that 
creates an environmental risk first for the borrower and then for the lender. As a 
consequence, there is no guaranteed link between environmental impacts and 
environmental risks for a bank. The question is if and how stakeholders translate 
environmental impacts into environmental risks [A. Or, put in a more provocative 
way, environmental risks are social constructs [8- 1 O]! 

'Where warranted in transactional relationships, our environmental due 
diligence includes an assessment of our clients' exposureto costs and 
liabilities associated with meeting greenhouse gas emission mandates. 
Beyond this, we recognise that the broader implications of climate change 
risks to the financial sector need to be assessed to ensure sustainable 
growth. Consequently, through our membership in UNEP, we will be 
involved in the work of the UNEP FI Climate Change Working Group in 
2005." 

What constitutes an environmental risk will therefore depend to a large degree on 
the stakeholders that a borrower has. Analysing the links between a borrower 
and his stakeholders is therefore of crucial importance. 

2.5 Different kinds of environmental risks 

From the perspective of banks there can be different kinds of risk. A typical dis- 
tinction is between [I 1, 121 

Direct risks (I .5. I) 
Indirect risks and ( 1.5.2) 
Reputational risks (1.5.3) 

2.5.1 Direct risks 

It is possible, that banks are held directly responsible for the consequences of 
environmental incidents [I 31. This can, for example, be the case when a bank 
decides to repossess a collateral after a borrower fails to meet his obligations and 
this collateral turns out to be contaminated. As a new owner of collateral, the 
bank might be obliged to clean up the contamination. The associated costs can 
exceed the nominal value of the collateral [14]. One option for the bank is to 
refuse taking over a contaminated collateral. However, as a consequence, the loan 
will not be secured anymore. 

Lloyds 
TSB 

'There was a strong hint from government that it would look for banks to pay for 
environmental damage if their customers could not.741 



Another way, a bank can become directly responsible is through a "shadow direc- 
torship" [I 5, 161. At  times, especially in times of financial difficulties, banks might 
decide to take a leading role in the management of a company. By taking a leading 
role, banks hope to  be able to secure a company's financial survival and hope thus 
to avoid losing money. However, by taking a leading role, the responsibility linked 
to a management position might shift from the formal management in place to the 
de facto management role of the bank. As a consequence, banks might become 
liable for the company's actions including i t s  environmental risks. 

Another possibility is that a financing institution finances a piece of equipment or 
similar in such a way that it legally retains i t s  ownership and is therefore assumed 
to be liable for its malfunctioning [I 71. 

Direct risks and the circumstances under which they materialize depend to a 
large degree on the legislation that is in place. It is for this reason that direct risks 
are not considered in this report in more detail. 

2.5.2 Indirect risks 

From the perspective of bank lending, funds are handed over to borrowers. Bor- 
rowers might be exposed to environmental risks and it is these environmental 
risks that can have a detrimental impact upon: 

the borrower's ability t o  pay back a loan and/or 
on the value of the collateral or guarantee. 

In these cases, environmental risks will have an indirect impact on the lending bank 
as they impact the bank via their clients. 

Indirect risks are far more common and far more important than direct environ- 
mental risks [I I]. 

2.5.3 Reputational risks 

A third kind of risk exists, reputational risks. Banks are increasingly identified with 
the kind of businesses or  projects they help to finance. While the legal responsibil- 
ity might be with the management or the shareholders of the borrower, stake- 
holders increasingly consider the financing of environmentally harmful businesses 
or  projects as illegitimate. 

A good example in case is the case of WestLB's financing of an oil pipeline in 
Ecuador. For the most part the construction of this pipeline would run parallel to 
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'The primary task of environmental risk management is to minimize 
loan defaults and risks to the bank's reputation. 



an existing pipeline although one particular section of the pipeline will be diverted 
through Andean cloud-forest within the Mindo-Nambillo reserve. 

According to some accounts such an area is home to approximately 5% of the 
world's bird species of which some are considered to be endangered [18]. In 
addition, there remains a risk of damage to the proposed new pipeline through 
landslides and earthquakes. For instance, during the period 1998-200 I, around 
145,000 barrels of oil have been spilt from the existing state-owned oil pipeline in 
Ecuador as a result of landslides [I 81. When combining these environmental risks 
with the fact that over 70% of the population in the Mindo-Nambillo reserve 
have jobs in eco-tourism, it became clear that serious reservations exist regarding 
the proposed pipeline [I 81. 

Due to the amount of negative publicity that WestLB faced from NGOs and envi- 
ronmental pressure groups in relation to it's financing of the Ecuadorian pipeline, 
the bank subsequently decided to adopt the Equator Principles in 2003. Today, in 
an effort t o  guard against reputational risks, projects requiring over US$50m in 
finance are subjected to the Equator Principles. 



What can banks do about environmental risks 
in the lending process? 

Banks can address environmental risks in different ways. Among the most impor- 
tant tools are: 

Risk-adjusted Pricing 
Monitoring 
Covenants 
Refusal of loan 
Portfolio optimisation 

3. I Risk adjusted pricing 

Banks are used to  dealing with risks as all bank lending decisions are usually 
exposed to some degree of risk. Banks face the challenge to price loans accord- 
ingly [20]. The agreed interest on a loan consists of many different components. 
The most important components are: 

The risk free rate of interest 
Othercosts 
Profit margin 
Expected net loss (on a portfolio level) 
Unexpected loss (on a portfolio level) 

The risk free rate reflects the time value of money. It is commonly assumed that 
investors prefer to have money sooner rather than later and the risk free rate 
reflects this preference. Banks must obviously cover the costs (other than the 
costs for refinancing) that are linked to the lending decision. Additionally, banks 
usually aim to  make a profit, which is reflected by the profit margin. 

Environmental risks can have an influence on the two components 

Expected net loss (on a portfolio level) 
Unexpected loss (on a portfolio level). 

Banks know that some of their loans will not be paid back in full. Put differently, 
they expect to lose some money. The amount of money they expect to lose must 
be priced in. Strictly speaking, this does not constitute a risk from the point of 
view of the bank. This is once again linked to the differentiation between system- 
atic and unsystematic risks ("+ 1.3). A bank that knows that i t  will lose I Yo on 
average of the loans it gives out due to environmental reason will add I % to the 
interest i t  agrees with its borrowers. It is unimportant in this context, if each 
particular loan loses I % or if the loan portfolio in total loses I Yo. 



However, some environmental aspects have a systematic nature and environmen- 
tal risks can therefore not be diversified away entirely. As a consequence, the 
performance of the loan portfolio cannot be predicted with certainty; there is a 
risk that there might be unexpected losses. Even if banks do diversify, they are still 
exposed to this systematic risk. It is commonly assumed that banks, just like inves- 
tors, are adverse t o  risk. Banks will therefore demand to be compensated for 
taking on this risk. This risk will come about whenever there are systematic envi- 
ronmental risks. 

Environmental risks can be linked to two out of the five components mentioned 
above. Pricing risks correctly into lending decisions is at the same time crucial and 
notoriously difficult. It is important to understand that environmental risks can 
impact credit pricing in two very different ways. Risk-adjusted pricing must on the 
one hand price in expected losses, i.e. the amount of money the banks expects to 
lose on average. This can be done for each loan in isolation. Risk-adjusted pricing 
must, on the other hand, consider the amount of non-diversifiable risk that a loan 
adds to the loan portfolio of the bank. This is notoriously difficult to  do. The 
analysis of loan applications can thus be done both by looking at individual loan 
applications as well as by an analysis of the loan portfolio. 

It is important t o  note that risk-adjusted pricing of loans does not reduce the 
actual amount of environmental risk. However, by giving the corresponding price 
signals, banks can contribute to making sure that companies get the right incentive 
to reduce environmental risks. 

Monitoring 

In some cases environmental risks will develop over time. By reacting timely to an 
upcoming threat, a bank's environmental exposure to environmental risks can be 
reduced. It can, for example , be useful to check regularly if a borrower who 
exerts an environmentally sensitive activity still complies with all relevant rules 
and regulations after the loan has initially been approved. 

Covenants 

In principle, loans can be approved subject to terms and conditions. These terms 
and conditions are usually called covenants and can cover environmental aspects. 
It is for example possible that a bank will demand that a borrower trains his 
personnel with respect to environmental risks. Covenants are a way for banks to 
help reduce environmental risks. 

Refusal of loan 

Another possibility for banks is to not grant a loan in response to environmental 
risks. Obviously, this is something that cannot be done every time there is a risk as 
most loans are subject to at least some risk. Not granting a loan is an option 
whenever risk-adjusted pricing cannot be practised. 



3.5 Portfolio optimisation 

As mentioned earlier, we can distinguish between systematic and unsystematic 
environmental risks. Unsystematic environmental risks can be diversified. As a 
result, they become expected net losses on a portfolio level. Systematic risks on 
the other hand cannot be diversified away as this is usually due to characteristics 
that all portfolio elements share. All companies use, for example, energy. An in- 
crease in energy prices will result in higher costs for all companies thus leading to 
a higher rate of energy price volatility. This situation will subsequently lead to a 
higher systematic risk for the entire portfolio. 

This risk can be dealt with both on an individual as well as on a portfolio level. One 
possibility is to do a portfolio analysis of environmental risks. This portfolio analy- 
sis will identify the key environmental characteristics of the environmental risks 

that an entire portfolio has been exposed to. 



4. How can banks analyse environmental risks? 

Banks use a number of different approaches to assess environmental risks. In this 
report, we try to structure the different approaches that are in use today. In the 
context of this report we distinguish between: 

Rating approaches, 
Screening approaches, 
Integrated analyses, 
Portfolio analyses and 
Staggered approaches. 

A number of different terminologies are in use and there are overlaps between 
these approaches. The terminology used here reflects our own choice. 

4.1 Rating approaches 

The term Rating is usually used in the financial markets within the context of 
traditional financial risk. The idea of ratings is to assign a combination of letters 
and numbers to indicate the expected risk of default of a borrower. Ratings are 
best known for as products of companies like Moody's and Standard & Poors. 
Financial rating companies offer a service to providers of debt by signalling the 
expected probability of default. These financial ratings focus consistently on the 
perspective of providers of debt, i.e. they assess the probability of default of the 
borrower from the perspective of the lender.2 

In the meantime, ratings have now also been applied in a sustainability context [3, 
2 1-24]. They are both used by banks internally as well as by specialised external 
eco-rating agencies that aim to follow the examples of conventional rating agen- 
cies that assess borrowers once for the benefit of several (potential) lenders. 

A plethora of different rating approaches are used in this context. What these 
approaches have in common is that they assess the (potential) lenders with re- 
spect to a number of different criteria and usually assign some form of alphanumerical 
rating result (AAA, Al ,  points, or similar). The idea is that the performance of 
companies with respect to the assessment criteria becomes clear. 

What differentiates ratings from other assessment tools is that a number of differ- 
ent lenders are assessed according to several criteria and that the result is usually 
expressed in a single mark or indicator. Companies can subsequently be compared 
or ranked according to their rating. 

The p~pe.ctive taken might sound irrelevant at first glance. However, a borrower might for example have access to 
a state guarantee. In this case, the probability that the lender will not be paid back is low, while the probability of the 
borrower not being able to pay back the loan himself mlght be high. 



Environmental or Sustainability Ratings can have different explanatory powers and 
it is important to find out what the content of a rating is supposed to be. Ratings 
can for example be used to answer the following questions 

How green or sustainable is the company? 

How likely is it that a collateral is contaminated? 

How likely is it that acompany will not be able to meet its financial obliga- 
tions due to environmental reasons? 

All of these questions will depend not on a single criterion as there are many different 
criteria that can have an impact. Companies will be assessed according to these crite- 
ria and the rating organisations can then come up with an overall assessment of the 
company. 

Ratings are conducted in many different ways. However, we can identify some 
basic elements which are part of most ratings. 

Firstly, most rating approaches structure the criteria they apply. 

As previously mentioned, ratings apply across many different criteria. Most rating 
approaches subdivide the criteria they use into sub-groups. These subgroups are 
usually not arbitrary but reflect some kind of assessment logic. Subdividing criteria 
into subgroups has two main advantages. On the one hand, the rationale of the 
criteria being used becomes clear. On the other hand, by structuring criteria it is 
easier to keep an overview of the criteria that is being used in the rating. 

Secondly, most rating approaches are sector or activity specific. 
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Eco-ratings aim to compare companies. However, the activities performed by the 
companies can differ substantially. Eco-ratings thus face the challenge of compar- 
ing for example an energy supplier with a telecoms company. To alleviate this 
problem, most eco-rating organisations have approached this challenge by using 
sector- or activity-specific approaches. We can broadly distinguish between three 
different ways in which these rating approaches take into account the distinctive- 
ness of different sectors. 

Example: The rating approach of lnrate is a good example. The overall rating is 
subdivided into the subgroups 

Product, 
Processes and 
Management. 

Each subgroup covers a range of different criteria (Source: www.inrafe,ch. accessed 
Dec 1Ia, 2005). 

I. Some rating approaches use sector or activity-specific criteridquestion- 
naires. This allows considering specific areas of concern for each sector 
or activity. 



2. Some rating approaches will include additional questionslcriteria that 
cover any aspects that are specific to the sector or activity the company 
is involved in. 

3.  Some rating approaches give different weights depending on which sec- 
tor or activity the company is part of. The rating could, for example, put 
more weight on all criteria being part of a sub-group processes, if the 
company employs harmful processes. 

These three different alternatives can also be combined, i.e. some rating ap- 
proaches will, for example, use sector-specific criteria and adjust the weights of 
the criteria based on the sector. 

Thirdly, most rating approaches use a linear scoring system to aggregate the 
information. 

Ratings aim to derive an overall mark or grade based on a multitude of criteria 
being used. For this purpose, the performance regarding the different criteria 
must be aggregated to  a single result with most rating approaches using a rather 
simple scoring systems to aggregate the information. Typically, each sub-group is 
assigned a percentage of the total points and analogously each criterion within the 
sub-groups is assigned a percentage. The percentage assigned to each sub-group 
or criterion will depend on its importance. 



Environmental Policy I Management 
Environmental Performance (Eco-Efficiency) 
Environmental Reporting* 
lndustry Specific Criteria 
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The methodology used for the Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes are a good 
example for an assessment approach, that structures its criteria, uses a sector 
specific approach and uses a scoring approach to arrive at an overall assessment. 

Dimension Criteria Weighting (%) 
Economic Codes of Conduct I Compliance I Corruption 4.8 

& Bribery 

Corporate Governance 4.8 
Customer Relationship Management 4.2 
Investor Relations 4.2 
Risk & Crisis Management 4.8 
Industry Specific Criteria Depends on 

lndustry 

Environment 4.8 
6.0 
2.4 
Depends on 
lndustry 

Social Corporate Citizenship1 Philanthropy 3 
Stakeholders Engagement 4.2 
Labor Practice Indicators 4.8 
Human Capital Development 4.8 
Social Reporting' 2.4 
Talent Attraction & Retention 4.8 
Industry Specific Criteria Depends on 

lndustry 

'Criteria assessed based on publicly available information only 
Source: http://www.sustainabilitv-indexes.com/htmle/assessment/criteria. html, 
accessed Dec llLh, 2005. 
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Eco-rating approaches are not only performed in-house by banks but there also exist 
many external eco-rating agencies. The following table gives some examples of existing 
external eco-rating agencies. 



Domini & Co. Inc. (KLD) 

Table 1 : External Eco-Rating Agencies (examples) 

Today, there is not just one single Eco-Rating approach but a multitude of different 
eco-rating approaches that exist. Eco-ratings are used for different purposes al- 
though today they are predominately used for asset management (Socially Re- 
sponsible Investment - SRI or similar). However, some of the ratings, for example, 
the rating promoted by SERM, specifically address environmental risk. 

4.2 Screening approaches 

Screening approaches take a more radical stance. They include or exclude pos- 
sible investments based on a list of predefined inclusionary or exclusionary crite- 
ria. In practice, some banks define activities they would not like to be linked to i.e. 
exclusionary screens. For instance, a bank might have a policy not to have any 
commercial relationship with tobacco companies. As a result, every loan applica- 
tion is checked to see if the company is involved in tobacco. If a company fulfils 
such an exclusionary screen the loan application is automatically turned down. 

Screening approaches appear quite easy to implement at first sight. However, 
there are a number of problems related to screening approaches. 



An unambiguous definition of exclusionary criteria is difficult in practice. This can 
be explained using the example of companies involved in arms production. Some 
actors in the financial markets do not want to be involved in arms production. 
There are a number of problems related to this exclusionary criterion. 

While many people dismiss the use of arms by the military, most people 
accept the use of arms by a democratically legitimized police. As a 
consequence, the production of weapons for use by the policy is often 
accepted. However, the delimitation between both uses is difficult or 
even impossible in practice. 

There are manygoods, termed 'dual use' goods that are used not only 
by the military but also in a civilian context. Vehicles are a good ex- 
ample in this context. Some actors in the financial markets reject any 
involvement in companies that produce products that are used in com- 
bination with weapons. Where these products are also used in a civil- 
ian context, i t  is difficult to  delineate arms-related products from civil- 
ian products. 

Many companies produce a range of products and arms-related prod- 
ucts that may only constitute a small portion of their overall activities. 
In practice, it is impossible to exclude every arms-related involvement 
independent of i t s  relative importance. This is due to the following 
reasons. Firstly, by excluding companies with an even minor involve- 
ment; many companies are screened out. For instance, a total ban on 
companies selling tobacco would screen out most supermarkets. Sec- 
ondly, minor involvements are often not reported and thus can not be 
detected. In practice, a hurdle rate, usually expressed as a percentage 
of sales, is defined above which a company is excluded. 

To really avoid the involvement of a bank with a particular activity, it is 
necessary to also consider different levels of the activity's life cycle. 
To produce arms input materials are required. It could be argued that 
involvement with a supplier producing input materials needed for arms 
production constitutes an involvement in the production of arms. 
Obviously, the further away a supplier is situated from the production 
itself, the more difficult i t  is  to identify links to the activity that is sup- 
posed to  be excluded. 

Screening approaches are especially useful when a bank needs to reduce i t s  in- 
volvement with a particular sector or activity at any cost. This is especially the 
case when there are reputational risks at stake. For reasons of portfolio 
optimisation, this can obviously not be extended to too many sectors. 

lnclusionary screens are of a special importance in the context of lending deci- 
sions. Some specialised banks are giving preferential conditions to environment- 
friendly borrowers. A good example is the German Umweltbank. Umweltbank 
gives preferential conditions to lenders with an environment-friendly project. 
Umweltbank explicitly mentions among others photovoltaic, wind power, and 
hydropower projects. This can be considered to be an inclusionary screen. 



4.3 Integrated analyses 

Another possibility is to integrate.environmenta1 aspects fully into the lending 
process. This approach acknowledges that environmental aspects can have an 
impact on the outcome of the credit assessment and that there is essentially no 
difference between environmental aspects and other aspects considered in the 
credit assessment. 

Today, integrated analyses are most advanced with respect to environmental risks 
on collaterals. Many banks check for possible contamination of land they accept as 
collaterals as part of their standard loan process. 
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In contrast, integrated analyses of environmental risks on a lender's operational 
performance are currently not very advanced at this stage. Those banks that ad- 
dress these issues rely mostly on separate assessments which are then integrated 
at a later stage. 

The growing awareness of environmental factors and how they might 
affect a borrower's repayment ability prompted us, as early as 2000, to 
expressly introduce the environmental factor into our credit assessment 
system. 

4.4 Portfolio analyses 
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As mentioned above, it is-important to differentiate between systematic and unsys- 
tematic environmental risks. Unsystematic environmental risks can be diversified 
away and therefore do not constitute a risk on a portfolio level.3 However, unsys- 
tematic environmental risks can only be diversified away if the loan portfolio is 
sufficiently diversified with respect to these risks. For example, if the majority of a 
bank's loan portfolio consists of food companies and there exists an environmental 
risk related to the production of food then it is very likely that the portfolio will be 
negatively affected across the entire portfolio, if the risk materializes. Banks must 

"Violating environmental and'social standards is a sure way to generate 
corporate risks, which means, in ourcase, credit risks. To manage these 
risks we've integrated them in our credit policy, our ratings and information 
tools, and our training programs, The optimization of environmental risk 
analysis is an ongoing process: one of our challenges is to implement 
them in our subsidiary banks in Central and Eastern Europe." 

However, it is still important to price the expected environmental loss correctly. 



therefore make sure that their loan portfolio is sufficiently diversified. In this re- 
spect, there is a large overlap with existing traditional portfolio management of 
loan portfolios. Banks should therefore diversify their loan portfolio sufficiently to 
reduce unsystematic risks. To do this, banks will, for example, cap.the maximum 
amount that is given to companies of any particular sector. This way, banks make 
sure that any sector specific risk will only affect a limited part of their entire loan 
portfolio. 

What is not usually understood by banks in Europe up to this point is that environ- 
mental risks tend to  have a different structure than conventional risks. Environ- 
mental risks often have a cross-cutting and systematic nature. For example, cli- 

2 
mate change is a good illustration of this characteristic. It is assumed that CO - 
emissions are a major contributor to climate change with co2 being emitted by all 
companies that use fossil fuels. As all companies use fossil fuels they all contribute 

2 
to climate change. If measures to reduce CO -emissions were adopted then all 
companies would be affected. However, this risk cannot be fully diversified away 
as i t  constitutes a systematic risk. Portfolio analyses, therefore, face the very 
difficult challenge of reducing this systematic risk.' 

What most banks do not fully understand up to this point is the crucial role of eco- 
efficiency [25-301 in this context. Eco-efficiency is usually related to  the opera- 
tional performance of companies [3 1-33]. What is not appreciated is that the 
more efficiently a lender uses an environmental resource the better he is shielded 
from a potential future scarcity of that resource and/or price fluctuations. By 
analyzing the eco-efficiency of the entire portfolio, systematic environmental risks 
can therefore be reduced. 

4.5 Staggered approaches 

The majority of European banks that integrate environmental aspects in their bank 
lending decisions seem to apply some kind of staggered approach. This could also 
be referred to  as an environmentally-differentiated loan assessment approach (see 
for examples [34-361). 

However, environmental aspects will not have an impact on all loan applications. 
Some lenders are more likely to be affected by environmental aspects than others. 
Checking all loan applications for environmental aspects would thus be uneco- 
nomical and would distract resources from more relevant cases. As a consequence, 
most banks that consider environmental aspects in loan applications operate some 
kind of staggered approach [37]. They use a kind of decision tree to decide if 
environmental aspects should be considered (for a generic decision tree of this 
kind see figure 2). The objective of this process is t o  use specialized question- 
naireslcriteria o r  to call in specialists only in the most relevant cases. We can 

Obviously, this risk is not the only risk that banks must manage and it is therefore not possible to minimize this risk as 
this might lead an increased level of other risks. Banks must try to minimize the overall level of risk. Systematic environ- 
mental risks only constitute a part of the overall risk. 



largely dist inguish b e t w e e n  two m a i n  reasons t h a t  m a k e  a l ende r  env i ronmenta l ly  
sensitive. 

I. T h e  l e n d e r  is p a r t  o f  a n  env i ronmenta l ly  damaging sector, conduc ts  envi-  
r o n m e n t a l l y  h a r m f u l  activit ies, is s i tuated in a n  a rea  t h a t  makes  it l ike ly  
t h a t  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  damage  will o c c u r  or has a l ready occu r red ,  or s imi -  
lar. 

2. S o m e  o f  t h e  in i t ia l  quest ions i n  t h e  loan appl icat ions suggest t h a t  env i ron-  
m e n t a l  r isks  m a y  exist. 

T h e  f o r m e r  aspect  is n o t  re la ted  to t h e  indiv idual  b o r r o w e r  b u t  to character ist ics 
o f  t h e  b o r r o w e r  t h a t  m a k e  it stat ist ical ly m o r e  l i ke ly  t h a t  t h e  b o r r o w e r  is sub jec t  
to e n v i r o n m e n t a l  risks. T h e  l a t t e r  is re la ted  to t h e  speci f ic character is t ics  o f  t h e  
b o r r o w e r .  B e l o w  is a n  e x a m p l e  o f  a l i s t  o f  env i ronmen ta l l y  sensi t ive sectors.  

Agriculture 

Dry Cleaning 

Electricity (production and supply) 

Electro-plating and metal finishing 

General engineering 

Manufacture of basic metals and metal products 

Manufacture and bulk storage of chemicals 

Manufacture of electrical and optical equipment 

Manufacture of food, beverages and tobacco products 

Manufacture of leather and operation of tanneries 

Manufacture of mineral products (glass, ceramics, bricks, cement and concrete) 

Manufacture of pulp and paper, plus printing 

Manufacture of rubber, plastic and derived products (with addendum on PVC 
manufacture and the chlorine industry) 

Manufacture of textiles 

Manufacture of wood products 

Mining and quarrying 

Oil and gas-extraction and refining 

Petrol stations and bulk storage of fuel 

Property development 

Process and use of nuclear materials 

Waste Management 

Source: Slightly modified from Case 2000 (111 



Once a borrower has been identified as being environmentally sensitive, different 
possibilities exist. Most lenders, will, as a result analyze the environmental risks in 
greater detail. Some banks operate a one step process while others stagger their 
approach into two steps or more. The idea is, once again to adjust costs and 
efforts according to the exposure of the borrower to environmental risks. Further 
steps can encompass among others: 

Demand of additional information (for example via questionnaires), 
Commissioning of external rating reports 
Commissioning of external auditors 
Insurance of credit risks 
Covenants. 

Loan appt~cation 

& 

No 

IYed 
Add~lonal q u e s h  

(typicdly in lhefonofaquesbonnare) 

Based on the answers of lhe 
Ya 

In deplh analysis, for exam@ HI the 
form of site visits 1 

The environmental riskcan be Y e  
constdered to be smalltwdl managed. 

appl~cabon 
Refusal of 

loan appl~cabon 

- .  .H 

I 
Figure 2: A generic decision tree 
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How banks  will dea l  with env i ronmen ta l  r isks i n  such a s taggered app roach  will 
d e p e n d  to a la rge d e g r e e  on t h e  banks' pol ic ies on env i ronmen ta l  risks. T h e y  m a y  
range f r o m  a s t ra ight  re jec t i on  o f  env i ronmenta l  risks to, f o r  example, an  adjusted- 
p r i c i ng  or t h e  inc lus ion o f  covenants. 

T h e r e  seems  to be w idesp read  agreements  amongs t  t h e  banks t h a t  a staggered 
a p p r o a c h  m a k e s  good e c o n o m i c  sense w h e n  dea l ing with env i ronmen ta l  risks. 

Such a s taggered app roach  has also b e e n  chosen f o r  t h e  E q u a t o r  Pr inciples.  
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The Equator Principles are a set of voluntary guidelines for managing environmental and social 
aspects in project finance lending above US$50 million. It is assumed that the Equator Principles 
now cover about 80% of the market for project finance worldwide [38]. They were adopted by 
ten banks in 2003. As of the end of 2005, they have been adopted by 36 banks from 16 countries 
(Source: www.equator-princ$Ies.com. last accessed December 11 '",2005). 

While they are not primarily targeted at risk assessment, it is believed that they have a positive 
impact on risk assessment. Project finance projects tend to bevery visible to the publiceyedue 
to their size and the fact that they are often infrastructure projects or similar. Some critical 
stakeholders assert that banks have signed up or are signing up to the principles due to the 
reputational risks that they areexposedto [3840]. 

The Equator principles do not prescribe exactly how banks should analyseor manage environ- 
mental risks. Instead they provide a framework that leaves room for banks to implement the 
guidelines within their existing lending processes. 

The Equator Principles use a staggered approach. They distinguish between three categories (A, 
B and C) of projects. Projects are categorized as category A projects if they are "ikely to have 
significant adverse environmental impacts that are sensitive, diverse, or unprecedented." 
Category B projects, if they have'pdential adverse environmental impacts on human popula- 
tions or environmentally important areas-including wetlands, forests, grasslands, and other 
natural habitats-are less adverse than thoseof Category A projects.Tategory C projects are 
"likely to have minimal or no adverse environmental impacts"(Source for all quotes: htfp:// 
www equator-principles, com/exhibiti .shfrnl. last accessed Dec I I h, 2005). 

The Equator principles prescribe steps that are to be taken based on the categorization of the 
projects. Banks must complete an Environmental Assessment for category A and B projects 
and define issues that need to beaddressed in the Environmental Assessment. For all category 
A projects (and category B projects as considered appropriate by the lender) an Environmental 
Management Plan must be prepared. The Equator Principles also prescribe among other things 
that relevant stakeholders have to be consulted and that the borrowers must covenant among 
other things to comply with the Environmental Management Plan. 

The Equator Principles provide a unifying framework for the participating banks. However, it 
should be noted that the Equator Principles do not ban banks from financing environmentally 
damaging projects. 

More detailed information about the Equator Principles can be found here: w e a u a t o r -  
princioles. corn 



4.6 Discussion 

Banks have different instruments at their disposal for the treatment of environ- 
mental risk. All instruments mentioned above are in use by at least one bank. 
Which instrument(s) a bank decides to use depends among others on their defini- 
tion of environmental risk and the kind of lending a bank makes. None of the 
instruments is a "one size fits all" instrument. 

A bank that is primarily concerned with its reputation might, for example, use 
screening. Stakeholders are unlikely to accept involvement with a company they 
reject on the basis that it scores high on an environmental rating. On the other 
hand, a bank that aims to  focus on specific sectors with a positive environmental 
contribution might want to use inclusionary screens. 

A lender that is primarily concerned about systematic risks might want t o  check 
his portfolio concerning unusual high concentrations of these environmental risks. 
A portfolio-based instrument is therefore of primary interest for these lenders. 

Rating approaches are very popular for environment-oriented equity investments. 
They are now also used by some banks in their lending operations. Where the 
companies are fairly large, usually multi-national companies external ratings might 
already exist that can be considered. 

Most banks that consider environmental risks in their lending decisions operate 
some kind of staggered approach. These approaches allow banks to concentrate 
on the most pertinent cases of environmental risks. 

Fully integrative approaches that are able to price environmental risks and allow 
a full integration are still the exception. 



5. What information sources are available for banks 

Obviously, one of the main challenges for lenders is to receive the necessary 
information to assess environmental risks. We can broadly distinguish between 
two kinds of information in this context. 

On the one hand, lenders will need information about the environmental chal- 
lenges that borrowers of a particular sector or conducting a particular activity 
face. Put simply, borrowers must understand the environmental problems related 
to each sector or activity. 

On the other hand, banks need information about the environmental characteris- 
tics of their respective clients. Both areas are of course related. To know what 
kind of information to look for concerning a client, banks must, first of all, under- 
stand the activities of the sector that the client operates in. 

5.1 Sector-activity-specific information sources 

It is difficult to generalize information sources for sectors and/or activities. For 
each sector, there are special-interest associations or similar that can provide 
relevant information. Some organizations have also developed handbooks for dif- 
ferent sectors and activities. Some of these handbooks are listed below: 

One European example is the European Integrated Pollution Prevention 
and Control Bureau (http:Neippcb.jrc.es/). They have, for example, pub- 
lished some reference documents on Best AvailableTechniques in differ- 
ent industries. 

Another example is  a UK government funded programme called 
Envirowise (www.envirowise.gov.uk). Envirowise also gives some sector 
specific information that points to some of the main environmental issues 
of different sectors. - 
The U.S. Department of Energy runs an Industrial Technology Program 
(www.eere.energy.gov/industry), which focuses very much on energy-re- 
lated question. They especially provide advice for energy-intensive sec- 
tors (for example, aluminium, petroleum refining) and for energy-inten- 
sive processes (for example combustion processes). 

Another American example is the Envirosense programme (sometimes 
also referred to as Enviro$en$e). Envirosense gives some Industry Sector 
Business Assistance for a few sectors/activities (currently: Metal Finish- 
ing, Electronics and Computer Manufacturing, Petroleum Refining and 
Printing). It consists to a large degree of a collection of links and addi- 
tional information sources. 

Another (partly) US-EPA funded programme is the Pollution Prevention 
Resource Exchange (P2RxT" - www.p2rx.org). It is a consortium of eight 



regional pollution prevention information centres. On its website, it of- 
fers both specialised advice for some sectors (for example agriculture 
and construction) and for some topics (for example hazardous waste). 

The Canadian Pollution Prevention lnformation Clearinghouse 
(www.ec.gc.ca/cppic/en/index.cfm) has on its website a very detailed sec- 
tor related search tool. The search tool only distinguishes between a 
great number of sub-sectors but also allows to search for particular ac- 
tivities in the sector. 

The United Nations Environment Programme's (UNEP) Production and 
Consumption Branch (www.unepie.org/pc/cp/home.htm) of UNEP's Divi- 
sion of Technology, Industry, and Economics has published some interest- 
ing studies about cleaner production in a few sectors (primarily food and 
paper-related sectors). 

A rather comprehensive resource is the sector notebooks 
(~~~.ep~gov/comp/iance/resources/pub/ications/assistance/sectors/ 
notebooks/) published by the US-EPA. Sector notebooks portray among 
other things an environmental profile of the sector. 

Furthermore, agood resource exists in the form of the World Bank Pol- 
lution Prevention and Abatement Handbook (available as PDF-file from 
the worldbank website). 

Agood meta-source for pollution prevention resources (www.p2gems.org) 
is supported by Northeast Waste Management Officials' Association and 
the Toxics Use Reduction Institute. It allows a listing of resources by 
sector. 

It is impossible t o  list each available resource for every sector. However, the 
resources mentioned above will allow for a first overview of the environmental 
characteristics of each sector and will point to further sources. 

Another way banks find information about a sector is to lookat the environmental 
impacts created (and reported) by other companies of the same sector. Different 
countries have more or less stringent law on the reporting of environmental im- 
pacts and most environmental reporting is unfortunately far from providing a reli- 
able picture of a company's environmental impact. An excellent resource for a list 
of available corporate environmental reports that also lists companies by sector 
is Corporate Register (www.corporateregister.com). 

Some countries ask companies to report their emissions and make this informa- 
tion publicly available. A good example is Scorecard - The Pollution lnformation 
Site (www.scorecard.org). This website allows to query environmental impacts by 
individual companies as well as featuring a list of toxic waste sites. 

With the help of this sector, information banks are able to  identify the major 
environmental challenges that their (potential) lenders face. This information can 



then be used to  analyse if and to what degree they are likely to be subject to 
environmental risks. 

5.2 Company-specific-information sources 

To assess the environmental risk of a (potential) borrower, banks must of course 
gather environmental information about the borrower. Some of the information 
sources typically used by banks are listed below: 

Many banks use questionnaires to gather information. Typically, these 
questionnaires are sector- or activity-specific based on sector informa- 
tion. 

Some companies publish environmental or sustainability reports or simi- 
lar. However, this applies mostly to large companies and a lack of stan- 
dardization makes interpretation difficult. 

Some companies use processes that require special permits. By checking 
in specialised databases to see if the companies have applied for these 
permits, banks can subsequently check to see if the companies undertake 
activities that could be linked to environmental risks. 

Another source of information are media sources (newspaper, 
specialised journals, W, internet, etc). 

Some of the information sources listed for sector specific information can 
also be used to gather company-specific information. Agood example is 
www.scorecard.org that lists individual sites of companies. 

Collaterals play an important role in environmental risk assessment of 
banks. Land registry offices are an important source of information in this 
context. By finding out more information about the current and previous 
owner of a piece of land, the probability and kind of possible contamina- 
tion can be assessed more easily. 



6. Conclusion 

This report has aimed to structure what is being done by banks concerning envi- 
ronmental aspects in lending decisions today. Presently, banks deal with environ- 
mental risks in different ways. This depends largely on: 

what is understood by environmental risks, 
how banks have decided to deal with (environmental) risks, and 
the information that banks have at their disposal. 

This report has been structured accordingly. 

It is  impossible to  propose a standard way of dealing with environmental risks. A 
state-owned bank that is asked to contribute actively to the environmental perfor- 
mance of a country will have a different definition of environmental risk than a bank 
that aims to concentrate on the benefit of its shareholders. A bank that makes a 
limited number of large ticket loans approaches environmental risks in a different 
way than a bank that processes a large number of fairly small loans. 

Each lender has to decide individually how to address environmental risks. Ideally, 
this report will contribute to structuring the decision-making process and give a 
rough but hopefully a well-structured overview over the options lenders have. 
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MISSION 

To advance sustainable development by strengthening 
the development finance function and 

institutions, enhancing capacity of 
members, and advocating development 

finance innovations. 

VISION 

Through the provision of development finance services 
by its members, ADFIAP envisions a future 

of lasting economic, environmental 
and social development and growth in the region, 

with its people as the ulti mate beneficiary. 






